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American History: Connecting with the Past - Alan Brinkley 2011-06-09
Connect students to the experience of history. Connect students to success in history. Alan Brinkley’s
American History demonstrates that history is a dynamic story rather than a static collection of names and
dates. American History shows an ongoing narrative, exploring historical evidence that teaches us about
the past while revealing connections to the present. Known for its clear, single, balanced voice and
impeccable scholarship, American History, Alan Brinkley's best-selling survey text propels students to think
critically about the many forces that continually create and re-create the history of the United States. In
this wide-ranging narrative, Alan Brinkley shows the diversity and complexity of the nation and of our
understanding of its history—an understanding that continues to evolve both in the events of the present
and in our reexamination of new evidence and perspectives on the past. This 14th edition features a new
series of Consider the Source essays, superior in-text learning tools, four new America in the World essays,
and extensive content updates that demonstrate how a new generation of historians and of historical actors
continues to shape the American story. And now, the most exciting of all, Alan Brinkley’s American History
offers Connect History, an innovative online assignment and assessment platform, which combines a fully
integrated eBook with powerful learning and teaching tools. Tools that make assessment easier, learning
more engaging, and studying more efficient. For example within Connect History, a groundbreaking
adaptive diagnostic, LearnSmart, provides a personalized study experience for each student ensuring the
mastery of basic chapter content. Additionally with Connect History, engaging interactivities such as
Critical Missions immerse students in pivotal historical events, asks them to explore these situations, and
then, make recommendations based on their findings. Connect History sharpens students’ analytical skills,
increases historical understanding, and improves overall course success.
Dead Last - Phillip G. Payne 2009
In Dead Last, Payne explores how Harding's name became synonymous with corruption, cronyism, and
incompetence and how it is used to this day as an example of what a president should not be. By examining
the public memory of Harding, Phillip G. Payne offers the first significant reinterpretation of his presidency
in a generation. Rather than repeating the old stories, Payne examines the contexts and continued meaning
of the Harding scandals for various constituencies.
Washington Goes to War - David Brinkley 2020-09-30
David Brinkley, one of America's most respected and celebrated news commentators, turns his journalistic
skills to a personal account of the tumultuous days of World War II in the sleepy little Southern town that
was Washington, D.C. Carrying us from the first days of the war through Roosevelt's death and the
celebration of VJ Day, Brinkley surrounds us with fascinating people. Here are the charismatic President
Roosevelt and the woman spy, code name "Cynthia." Here, too, are the diplomatic set, new Pentagon
officials, and old-line society members--aka "Cave Dwellers." We meet the brashest and the brightest who
actually ran the government, and the countless men and women who came to support the war effort in any
way they could--all seeking to share in the adventure of their generation.
America's History - 2018

Alan Brinkley - David Greenberg 2019-01-08
Few American historians of his generation have had as much influence in both the academic and popular
realms as Alan Brinkley. His debut work, the National Book Award–winning Voices of Protest, launched a
storied career that considered the full spectrum of American political life. His books give serious and
original treatments of populist dissent, the role of mass media, the struggles of liberalism and
conservatism, and the powers and limits of the presidency. A longtime professor at Harvard University and
Columbia University, Brinkley has shaped the field of U.S. history for generations of students through his
textbooks and his mentorship of some of today’s foremost historians. Alan Brinkley: A Life in History brings
together essays on his major works and ideas, as well as personal reminiscences from leading historians
and thinkers beyond the academy whom Brinkley collaborated with, befriended, and influenced. Among the
luminaries in this volume are the critic Frank Rich, the journalists Jonathan Alter and Nicholas Lemann, the
biographer A. Scott Berg, and the historians Eric Foner and Lizabeth Cohen. Together, the seventeen
essays that form this book chronicle the life and thought of a working historian, the development of
historical scholarship in our time, and the role that history plays in our public life. At a moment when
Americans are pondering the plight of their democracy, this volume offers a timely overview of a
consummate student—and teacher—of the American political tradition.
After the Dream - Timothy Minchin 2011-03-25
Martin Luther King’s 1965 address from Montgomery, Alabama, the center of much racial conflict at the
time and the location of the well-publicized bus boycott a decade earlier, is often considered by historians
to be the culmination of the civil rights era in American history. In his momentous speech, King declared
that segregation was “on its deathbed” and that the movement had already achieved significant milestones.
Although the civil rights movement had won many battles in the struggle for racial equality by the
mid-1960s, including legislation to guarantee black voting rights and to desegregate public
accommodations, the fight to implement the new laws was just starting. In reality, King’s speech in
Montgomery represented a new beginning rather than a conclusion to the movement, a fact that King
acknowledged in the address. After the Dream: Black and White Southerners since 1965 begins where
many histories of the civil rights movement end, with King’s triumphant march from the iconic battleground
of Selma to Montgomery. Timothy J. Minchin and John Salmond focus on events in the South following the
passage of the 1964 Civil Rights Act and the 1965 Voting Rights Act. After the Dream examines the social,
economic, and political implications of these laws in the decades following their passage, discussing the
empowerment of black southerners, white resistance, accommodation and acceptance, and the nation’s
political will. The book also provides a fascinating history of the often-overlooked period of race relations
during the presidential administrations of Ford, Carter, Reagan, and both George H. W. and George W.
Bush. Ending with the election of President Barack Obama, this study will influence contemporary
historiography on the civil rights movement.
Ancestral Diets and Nutrition - Christopher Cumo 2020-11-20
Ancestral Diets and Nutrition supplies dietary advice based on the study of prehuman and human
populations worldwide over the last two million years. This thorough, accessible book uses prehistory and
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history as a laboratory for testing the health effects of various foods. It examines all food groups by drawing
evidence from skeletons and their teeth, middens, and coprolites along with written records where they
exist to determine peoples’ health and diet. Fully illustrated and grounded in extensive research, this book
enhances knowledge about diet, nutrition, and health. It appeals to practitioners in medicine, nutrition,
anthropology, biology, chemistry, economics, and history, and those seeking a clear explanation of what
humans have eaten across the ages and what we should eat now. Features: Sixteen chapters examine fat,
sweeteners, grains, roots and tubers, fruits, vegetables, and animal and plant sources of protein. Integrates
information about diet, nutrition, and health from ancient, medieval, modern and current sources, drawing
from the natural sciences, social sciences, and humanities. Provides comprehensive coverage based on the
study of several hundred sources and the provision of over 2,000 footnotes. Presents practical information
to help shape readers’ next meal through recommendations of what to eat and what to avoid.
His Very Best - Jonathan Alter 2021-09-21
“Drawing on fresh archival material and extensive access to Carter and his family, New York Times
bestselling author Jonathan Alter tells the epic story of a man of faith and his improbable journey from
barefoot boy in the vicious Jim Crow South to global icon. We learn how Carter evolved from a timid child
into an ambitious naval nuclear engineer and an indefatigable born-again governor; how as a president he
failed politically amid the bad economy of the 1970s and the seizure of hostages in Iran but succeeded in
engineering peace between Israel and Egypt, amassing a historic environmental record, moving the
government from tokenism to diversity, setting a new global standard for human rights, and normalizing
relations with China, among dozens of other unheralded achievements. After leaving office, Carter
revolutionized the postpresidency with the bold global accomplishments of the Carter center”--Cover.
Founding Myths - Ray Raphael 2014-07-04
First published ten years ago, award-winning historian Ray Raphael’s Founding Myths has since established
itself as a landmark of historical myth-busting. With the author’s trademark wit and flair, Founding Myths
exposes the errors and inventions in America’s most cherished tales, from Paul Revere’s famous ride to
Patrick Henry’s “Liberty or Death” speech. For the seventy thousand readers who have been captivated by
Raphael’s eye-opening accounts, history has never been the same. In this revised tenth-anniversary edition,
Raphael revisits the original myths and explores their further evolution over the past decade, uncovering
new stories and peeling back additional layers of misinformation. This new edition also examines the highly
politicized debates over America’s past, as well as how school textbooks and popular histories often
reinforce rather than correct historical mistakes. A book that “explores the truth behind the stories of the
making of our nation” (National Public Radio), this revised edition of Founding Myths will be a welcome
resource for anyone seeking to separate historical fact from fiction.
Against War and Empire - Richard Whatmore 2012-07-31
Whatmore presents an intellectual history of republicans who strove to ensure Geneva's survival as an
independent state. Whatmore shows how the Genevan republicans grappled with the ideas of Rousseau,
Coltaire, Bentham and others in seeking to make Europe safe for small states, by vanquishing the threats
presented by war and by empire.
The Times of Round Top - Cynthia A. Thornton 2013-10
Throughout the times of the land we call Round Top, one thought has constantly prevailed. This is a land of
opportunity. The land was formed over the centuries into flat land and hills by rivers beyond and by creeks
and springs, while waiting for animals and mankind to arrive. This land is located in the northeastern
margin of today's Fayette County, and lies on a high hill that looks down toward the south into the bottom
lands of a crossing. The struggle on this small piece of land began with the movement of animals that
needed a convenient place for water that was crossable during the seasons. This perfect crossing flows
through the south eastern side of the present town of Round Top located between two high hills. This
crossing was the home of native American Indians, American settlers and German immigrants.
The Unfinished Nation: A Concise History of the American People - Alan Brinkley 2013-01-03
Known for its clear narrative voice and impeccable scholarship, Alan Brinkley's best-selling program for the
U.S. survey course invites students to think critically about the many forces that continually create the
Unfinished Nation that is the United States. In a concise but wide-ranging narrative, Brinkley shows the

diversity and complexity of the nation and our understanding of its history--one that continues to evolve
both in the events of the present and in our reexamination of new evidence and perspectives on the past.
This edition features a series of Patterns of Popular Culture essays, as well as expanded coverage of preColumbian America, new America in the World essays, and updated coverage of recent events and
developments that demonstrates how a new generation continues to shape the American story.
The End Of Reform - Alan Brinkley 2011-09-21
At a time when liberalism is in disarray, this vastly illuminating book locates the origins of its crisis. Those
origins, says Alan Brinkley, are paradoxically situated during the second term of Franklin Delano Roosevelt,
whose New Deal had made liberalism a fixture of American politics and society. The End of Reform shows
how the liberalism of the early New Deal—which set out to repair and, if necessary, restructure America’s
economy—gave way to its contemporary counterpart, which is less hostile to corporate capitalism and more
solicitous of individual rights. Clearly and dramatically, Brinkley identifies the personalities and events
responsible for this transformation while pointing to the broader trends in American society that made the
politics of reform increasingly popular. It is both a major reinterpretation of the New Deal and a crucial
map of the road to today’s political landscape.
Witness - Genna Rae McNeil 2013-12
Presents a history of the Abyssinian Baptist Church in Harlem, New York City, discussing its organization in
1809, its famous senior pastors, and its struggles and triumphs.
Brinkley, American History: Connecting with the Past AP Edition ©2015 15e, Student Edition Alan Brinkley 2014-10-07
The new AP* Edition of Alan Brinkley's American History © 2015 fully addresses the newly enhanced AP
United States History Curriculum, providing students with guidance and support to master key concepts
and themes, develop historical thinking skills, and succeed on the new AP U.S. History Exam. -The American Vision, Modern Times, CA, Student Edition - McGraw-Hill Education 2005-03-24
Schoolhouse Burning - Derek W. Black 2020-09-22
The full-scale assault on public education threatens not just public education but American democracy
itself. Public education as we know it is in trouble. Derek W. Black, a legal scholar and tenacious advocate,
shows how major democratic and constitutional developments are intimately linked to the expansion of
public education throughout American history. Schoolhouse Burningis grounded in pathbreaking, original
research into how the nation, in its infancy, built itself around public education and, following the Civil War,
enshrined education as a constitutional right that forever changed the trajectory of our democracy. Public
education, alongside the right to vote, was the cornerstone of the recovery of the war-torn nation. Today's
current schooling trends -- the declining commitment to properly fund public education and the wellfinanced political agenda to expand vouchers and charter schools -- present a major assault on the
democratic norms that public education represents and risk undermining one of the unique
accomplishments of American society.
Immigration and Migration - Rayna Bailey 2009-01-01
Presents a guide to the issues of immigration and migration, including definitions, primary sources,
important documents, research tools, organizations, and notable persons.
John F. Kennedy - Alan Brinkley 2012-05-08
The young president who brought vigor and glamour to the White House while he confronted cold war
crises abroad and calls for social change at home John Fitzgerald Kennedy was a new kind of president. He
redefined how Americans came to see the nation's chief executive. He was forty-three when he was
inaugurated in 1961—the youngest man ever elected to the office—and he personified what he called the
"New Frontier" as the United States entered the 1960s. But as Alan Brinkley shows in this incisive and
lively assessment, the reality of Kennedy's achievements was much more complex than the legend. His brief
presidency encountered significant failures—among them the Bay of Pigs fiasco, which cast its shadow on
nearly every national-security decision that followed. But Kennedy also had successes, among them the
Cuban Missile Crisis and his belated but powerful stand against segregation. Kennedy seemed to live on a
knife's edge, moving from one crisis to another—Cuba, Laos, Berlin, Vietnam, Mississippi, Georgia, and
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Alabama. His controversial public life mirrored his hidden private life. He took risks that would seem
reckless and even foolhardy when they emerged from secrecy years later. Kennedy's life, and his violent
and sudden death, reshaped our view of the presidency. Brinkley gives us a full picture of the man, his
times, and his enduring legacy.
48 Liberal Lies about American History - Larry Schweikart 2008
Challenges four dozen popular misconceptions about the United States' past, debunking beliefs about such
topics as the separation of church and state, Lincoln's agenda behind the Emancipation Proclamation, and
Truman's reasons for bombing Hiroshima. 25,000 first printing.
Looseleaf for The Unfinished Nation: A Concise History of the American People - Alan Brinkley 2018-11-19
Known for its balanced voice and approachable scholarship, Alan Brinkley's best-selling The Unfinished
Nation offers a concise, yet thorough survey of American History appropriate for students at all levels. With
new authors and new scholarship added to the team for the 9th edition, the panorama of history will be
covered even more thoroughly. The 9th edition will feature new scholarship on treatment of Native
Americans, the effects of the Revolutionary War, the Civil Rights Movement, and the effects of modern
warfare on American History.
The Unfinished Nation - Alan Brinkley 2018-11

A landmark collection featuring rare and sensational images of the Civil War. At a time before the camera
lens could capture the frenzy and terror of battle action, illustrators known as “Special Artists”—among
them such famous draftsmen as Winslow Homer and Thomas Nast—created for the American public some
of the most important and lasting images of the Civil War. Reporting for newspapers like Harper’s Weekly
and Frank Leslie’s Illustrated News, the Specials brought a visceral immediacy to the clash, presenting rich
and nuanced images of soldiers in the camps and sweeping panoramas of the great battles. The illustrations
span the war and its many theaters, including rarely seen views of Shiloh, Antietam, Vicksburg, and
Gettysburg, and the famous stampede of Union soldiers fleeing the Rebels at Bull Run. Gathering these
images for the first time in fifty years, Civil War Sketch Book gives readers the sense that they are touching
history, for the illustrations (some even stained with soldiers’ blood) represent priceless artifacts from our
nation’s greatest conflict.
Days of Destiny - James M. McPherson 2001
Collects essays contributed by historians describing thirty-one specific days which altered American
history, including the Great Awakening of 1740, the Seneca Falls Convention, and San Francisco's "Human
Be-in" gathering.
American History: Connecting with the Past - Alan Brinkley 2014-10-08
The latest iteration of Alan Brinkley’s American History, a comprehensive U.S. History program, transforms
the learning experience through proven, adaptive technology helping students better grasp the issues of
the past while providing instructors greater insight on student performance. Known for its clear, single
voice and balanced scholarship, Brinkley asks students to think historically about the many forces shaping
and re-shaping our dynamic history. 0073513296
The Unfinished Nation - Alan Brinkley 1997
"In The Unfinished Nation, Alan Brinkley provides a clear and intelligent account of the American past that
strikes a balance between the new diversity in scholarship and the narrative unity that any general history
must have. He makes clear that one can incorporate the rich and varied experiences of America's many
cultures into a coherent and compelling story and at the same time retain a sense of what ties Americans
together as members of a perpetually troubled but remarkably successful nation"--Description from
amazon.com.
Charles Gates Dawes - Annette B. Dunlap 2016-09-15
Charles Gates Dawes: A Life is the first comprehensive biography of an American in whose fascinating story
contemporary readers can follow the struggles and triumphs of early twentieth-century America and
Europe. Dawes is most known today as vice president of the United States under Calvin Coolidge, but he
also distinguished himself and his hometown of Evanston, Illinois, on the world stage with the 1925 Nobel
Peace Prize. This engrossing biography traces how, when the punitive armistice that ended the First World
War resulted in a disabled, restive Germany, Dawes’s diplomatic legerdemain averted war through a
renegotiation of Germany’s debt repayments. Dawes’s diplomatic and political achievements, however,
were only the illustrious capstones to a multifaceted career that included military service, law, finance, and
business on the local, state, national, and global stages. In every arena of his life, he combined the social
graces of the Gilded Age with the spirit of service of the Progressive Era. Despite his life of disciplined
service, Dawes was an ebullient and irrepressible figure. Dawes’s salty language was often colorful fodder
for tabloid and magazine writers of his era. In this captivating biography, Annette B. Dunlap recounts the
story of an original American who enlightened and enlivened his world. This book was published in
cooperation with the Evanston History Center and with generous support from the Tawani Foundation.
A Patriot's History of the United States - Larry Schweikart 2014-11-25
Revised and updated, this 15th anniversary edition of the #1 New York Times bestseller salutes America’s
true and proud history. Fifteen years ago, Professors Larry Schweikart and Michael Allen set out to correct
the doctrinaire biases that had distorted the way America’s past is taught – and they succeeded. A Patriot’s
History of the United States is the definitive objective history of our country, presented honestly and fairly.
Schweikart and Allen don’t ignore America’s mistakes through the years. Instead, they put them back in the
proper perspective, celebrating the strengths of the men and women who cleared the wilderness, abolished
slavery, and rid the world of fascism and communism. Now in this revised fifteenth-anniversary edition, a

Arcadian America - Aaron Sachs 2013-01-08
Perhaps America's best environmental idea was not the national park but the garden cemetery, a use of
space that quickly gained popularity in the mid-nineteenth century. Such spaces of repose brought key
elements of the countryside into rapidly expanding cities, making nature accessible to all and serving to
remind visitors of the natural cycles of life. In this unique interdisciplinary blend of historical narrative,
cultural criticism, and poignant memoir, Aaron Sachs argues that American cemeteries embody a forgotten
landscape tradition that has much to teach us in our current moment of environmental crisis. Until the
trauma of the Civil War, many Americans sought to shape society into what they thought of as an Arcadia-not an Eden where fruit simply fell off the tree, but a public garden that depended on an ethic of communal
care, and whose sense of beauty and repose related directly to an acknowledgement of mortality and
limitation. Sachs explores the notion of Arcadia in the works of nineteenth-century nature writers, novelists,
painters, horticulturists, landscape architects, and city planners, and holds up for comparison the twentyfirst century's--and his own--tendency toward denial of both death and environmental limits. His farreaching insights suggest new possibilities for the environmental movement today and new ways of
understanding American history.
Founding Myths - Ray Raphael 2014-07-04
First published ten years ago, award-winning historian Ray Raphael’s Founding Myths has since established
itself as a landmark of historical myth-busting. With Raphael’s trademark wit and flair, Founding Myths
exposed the errors and inventions in America’s most cherished tales, from Paul Revere’s famous ride to
Patrick Henry’s “Liberty or Death” speech. For the thousands who have been captivated by Raphael’s eyeopening accounts, history has never been the same. In this revised tenth-anniversary edition, Raphael
revisits the original myths and further explores their evolution over time, uncovering new stories and
peeling back new layers of misinformation. This new edition also examines the highly politicized debates
over America’s past, as well as how our approach to history in school reinforces rather than corrects
historical mistakes. A book that “explores the truth behind the stories of the making of our nation”
(National Public Radio), this revised edition of Founding Myths will be a welcome resource for anyone
seeking to separate historical fact from fiction.
The Bedford Researcher - Mike Palmquist 2011-09-13
A survival guide that offers practical help for academic research writing.
"Sesame Street" and the Reform of Children's Television - Robert W. Morrow 2006
Robert Morrow explores the origins and inner workings of the Children's Television Workshop, how the
Workshop designed and scripted Sesame Street and how the show became both a model for network
television as well as a thorn in its side.
Civil War Sketch Book - Harry L Katz 2012-05-15
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new generation of readers will learn the truth about America’s discovery, founding, and advancement, from
Columbus’s voyage to Trump’s promise to “Make America Great Again."
American History Connecting with the Past - Alan Brinkley 2012

History: a new primary-source feature that makes connections between the present and the past; a new
pedagogy program that helps students to comprehend and think critically about content; and a
groundbreaking set of digital tools, powered by Connect; that create a unique learning environment. The
result is greater course success. Connect to the stories, connect to the experience, connect to success in
history. - Back cover.
Franklin Delano Roosevelt - Alan Brinkley 2009-12-30
"No president since the founders has done more to shape the character of American government," notes
Alan Brinkley in this magnificent biography of America's thirty-second president. "And no president since
Lincoln has served through darker or more difficult times. Roosevelt thrived in crisis. It brought out his
greatness, and his guile. It triggered his almost uncanny ability to communicate effectively with people of
all kinds. And at times, it helped him excoriate his enemies, and to revel in doing so." This brilliant, compact
biography chronicles Franklin Delano Roosevelt's rise from a childhood of privilege to a presidency that
forever changed the face of international diplomacy, the American party system, and the government's role
in global and domestic policy. Brinkley, the National Book Award-winning New Deal historian, provides a
clear, concise introduction to Roosevelt's sphinx-like character and remarkable achievements. In a vivid
narrative packed with telling anecdotes, the book moves swiftly from Roosevelt's youth in upstate New
York--characterized by an aristocratic lifestyle of trips to Europe and private tutoring--to his schooling at
Harvard, his brief law career, and his initial entry into politics. From there, Brinkley chronicles Roosevelt's
rise to the presidency, a position in which FDR remained until death, through an unparalleled three-plus
terms in office. Throughout the book, Brinkley elegantly blends FDR's personal life with his professional
one, providing a lens into the President's struggles with polio and his somewhat distant relationship with
the first lady. Franklin Delano Roosevelt led the United States through the worst economic crisis in the
nation's history and through the greatest and most terrible war ever recorded. His extraordinary legacy
remains alive in our own troubled new century as a reminder of what bravery and strong leadership can
accomplish.

Voices of Protest - Alan Brinkley 2011-08-10
The study of two great demagogues in American history--Huey P. Long, a first-term United States Senator
from the red-clay, piney-woods country of nothern Louisiana; and Charles E. Coughlin, a Catholic priest
from an industrial suburb near Detroit. Award-winning historian Alan Brinkely describes their modest
origins and their parallel rise together in the early years of the Great Depression to become the two most
successful leaders of national political dissidence of their era. *Winner of the American Book Award for
History*
American History - 1987
The American Vision, Student Edition - McGraw-Hill Education 2009-01-21
Incorporate research-based reading strategies to give all your students access to the rich history of the
United States. The program includes the finest scholarship and the most up-to-date maps from National
Geographic.
Brinkley, American History: Connecting with the Past UPDATED AP Edition, 2017, 15e, Student Edition Alan Brinkley 2016-01-06
Includes the "AP Advantage 3-Step Solution, 1 Platform" formula for learning.
American History: Connecting with the Past - Alan Brinkley 2011-06-09
American History - Alan Brinkley 2011-06-01
Alan Brinkley's American History sets the standard for balance of perspective and the exploration of
ongoing historical questions. In this AP edition, we are pleased to announce a number of firsts for American
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